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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

PENSACOLA DIVISION

BAILEY INDUSTRIES, INC.,

Plaintiff,

v.

CLJP, INC.,  

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CIVIL ACTION NO. 3:10-mc-0064

BAILEY INDUSTRIES, INC.’S MOTION TO COMPEL AGAINST CLJP, INC. AND 
INCORPORATED MEMORANDUM OF LAW

Bailey Industries, Inc. ("Bailey"), by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby 

requests that this Court enter an order compelling CLJP, Inc. ("CLJP") to immediately provide 

all documents responsive to Bailey’s June 24, 2010 subpoena.  In further support of this motion, 

Bailey states as follows:

CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL UNDER LOCAL RULE 7.1(B)

Pursuant to N.D. Fla. Local Rule 7.1(B), the undersigned certifies that counsel for 

Plaintiff Bailey has conferred with counsel for the opposing party in a good faith effort to resolve 

by agreement the issues raised in this motion but that the opposing party does not agree to any of 

the relief sought in this motion.

INTRODUCTION

As discussed below, Bailey has spent the last several weeks soliciting CLJP to fully and 

completely respond to Bailey's June 24, 2010 subpoena.  Pursuant to CLJP's request, Bailey has 

already limited the scope of the subpoena, agreed to the limited redaction of customer 

information, and executed a claw back/confidentiality agreement.  Moreover, Bailey contacted 

CLJP multiple times in an attempt to resolve CLJP's production deficiencies.   To date, however, 
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CLJP has refused to correct its document production deficiencies, and thus Bailey is forced to 

file this motion. 

1. On June 24, 2010, Bailey served its subpoena on CLJP.  The impetus for the 

subpoena is a breach of contract lawsuit between Bailey and CLJP's business partner, Legacy 

Cabinets, Inc. ("Legacy"), which has been pending in the United States District Court for the 

Northern District of Alabama, 2:09-cv-1574-VEH (the "Alabama litigation"), since July 2009.  

As part of Bailey's counterclaims against Legacy, Bailey has alleged that Legacy breached its 

contractual obligations to Bailey by allowing other distributors, like CLJP, to market Legacy 

products in Bailey's exclusive territory.  Moreover, Bailey alleges that Legacy also provided 

Bailey customer information to other distributors like CLJP.  The subpoena is reasonably 

targeted to discover documents from CLJP evidencing Legacy's breach.

2. Rule 45(a)(1)(C) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that a party 

may "command" a third-party like CLJP "to produce documents, electronically stored 

information." Accordingly, Bailey requested that CLJP produce the following documentation:

(1) Any and all agreements, customer agreements and/or contracts with 
Legacy Cabinets, Inc.; 

(2) Any and all correspondence, including, but not limited to, written 
correspondence and e-mail correspondence with Legacy Cabinets, Inc. 
from March 1, 2008 to the present that address or relates, in any way, to 
Bailey Industries, Inc. or Legacy's contracts/dealings with Bailey 
Industries, Inc.; and

(3) Any and all documents including, but not limited to, invoices, purchase 
orders, billing statements, pertaining to purchases of cabinets from Legacy 
Cabinets, Debut Cabinetry and/or Alliant Cabinets Direct between March 
1, 2008 and August 13, 2009 in the state of Louisiana.

(See Bailey's CLJP, Inc.'s subpoena, attached as Exhibit "A").  CLJP is a citizen of Florida with 

its registered agent in Destin, Florida (See Exhibit A), so this Court has jurisdiction to enforce 

this subpoena.
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3. Rule 45(e) allows this Court to "hold in contempt a person who, having been 

served, fails without adequate excuse to obey the subpoena."  

4. On July 2, 2010, CLJP alerted Bailey that it was in the process of gathering the 

responsive documentation, that CLJP might redact confidential business information from some 

of the documentation, and that CLJP wanted to join the claw back agreement and protective 

order entered into between Bailey and Legacy in the Alabama litigation.  (See CLJP counsel's 

July 2, 2010 correspondence, attached as Exhibit "B"). 

5. On July 19, 2010, Bailey contacted CLJP to confirm that Bailey agreed to the 

"Amended Protective Order" and "Amended Agreement Regarding Production of Documents" 

drafted by CLJP's counsel and that Bailey's counsel would not allow Bailey to access any CLJP 

documentation until the protective order and confidentially agreement were executed/entered 

into on the condition that CLJP immediately produced the requested documentation.  (See Bailey 

counsel's July 19, 2010 correspondence, attached as Exhibit "C").  Accordingly, CLJP mailed out 

the document production that day. Id.   

6. On July 26, 2010, Bailey received CLJP's document production.  Out of the 130 

pages, CLJP only produced two emails and 115 pages of Louisiana purchase invoices in which 

the customer name, location, and sales price were redacted (which rendered the invoice 

production worthless).  Bailey had agreed to CLJP's redaction of any information that identified 

the customer, but never agreed to the redaction of the sales figures and sales location 

(collectively "sales figures") because Bailey needs to accurately determine how much of and 

where Legacy's product was sold in Louisiana to defend/prosecute claims in the Alabama 

litigation.  
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7. Upon receipt of CLJP's document production, Bailey contacted CLJP to discuss 

the production's scope and redacted portions.  (See Bailey counsel's July 26, 2010 

correspondence, attached as Exhibit "D").  Specifically, Bailey noted:  (1) that all of the 

documents produced by CLJP should not be designated attorney's eyes only; (2) that CLJP failed 

to produce responsive emails concerning contractual disputes and territorial issues that Legacy 

had already produced to Bailey (i.e. CLJP needed to check its email search parameters); and (3) 

that Bailey did not take issue with CLJP redacting information that identified its clients, but that 

CLJP needed to produce the unredacted documentation reflecting its actual sales figures in the 

designated area.  Id. 

8. On July 27, 2010, Bailey provided CLJP with an example email that had been 

produced by Legacy, concerning a CLJP complaint filed with Legacy concerning Bailey, that 

CLJP failed to provide in its production.  (See Bailey counsel's July 27, 2010 correspondence, 

attached as Exhibit "E").  Bailey also suggested that CLJP add "Bailey, Alliant, Pensacola, 

Rodney Suggs, Mike O'Reilly, Jon Reddell, Carlos Ansoategui, [and] Mobile" to its electronic 

mail search terms.  Id. 

9. On August 6, 2010, CLJP sent Bailey two (2) letters concerning its document 

production to Bailey.  (See CLJP's August 6, 2010 correspondence, attached as Exhibit "F"). 

Initially, CLJP stated that it would no longer participate in any discovery until the claw back 

agreement was executed and the protective order filed.  Id.  CLJP also requested that Bailey 

produce all of the CLJP emails produced by Legacy so that CLJP "can perform an accurate view 

of the system."  Id.

10. On August 10, 2010, Bailey responded to CLJP's August 6, 2010 correspondence. 

(See Bailey's August 10, 2010 correspondence, attached as Exhibit "G").   Initially, Bailey noted 
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that the parties already had an agreement in place that Bailey's counsel would not allow Bailey to 

access the CLJP documentation until the confidentiality agreement and protective order were 

complete, and thus CLJP's position that it would no longer participate in any discovery was 

without merit.1  Id.  Bailey also noted that CLJP still had not produced the unredacted sales 

figures documentation nor any additional emails (besides the two (2) emails that were originally 

produced).  Finally, Bailey reminded CLJP that it has had over six (6) weeks to produce the 

requested documents, and given Bailey's rapidly approaching discovery deadline, gave CLJP a 

final deadline of August 13, 2010 to provide the responsive documentation. Id.  

11. On August 17, 2010, CLJP confirmed its position that it would not conduct any 

additional email searches, despite the known existence of several other responsive emails, until 

Bailey "produces all emails which it believes complies." (See CLJP's August 17, 2010 

correspondence, attached as Exhibit "H").  CLJP also asserted that Bailey is attempting to require 

CLJP to "disclose its proprietary and confidential information for no reason."  Id.  However, 

since the inception of the subpoena process, Bailey informed CLJP that it only seeks its sales 

figures of Legacy products in the State of Louisiana to establish one of many breaches of 

contract by Legacy (which is at issue in the Alabama litigation).  Bailey has communicated 

several times with CLJP that it does not desire the identity of any of the Louisiana customers, 

and CLJP has yet to explain how the disclosure of sales figures of anonymous customers in any 

way infringes on its confidential information.  Moreover, in terms of the email production, 

Bailey has absolutely no obligation under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to provide CLJP 

with any of Legacy's document production so that CLJP can "review" its search.  Instead, CLJP 

has the obligation to conduct a thorough search of its correspondence and electronic data for any 

                                           
1 Bailey provided another executed claw back agreement in the correspondence.
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responsive documentation, and the fact that CLJP has refused to complete the required search 

despite its actual knowledge that it failed to produce responsive communications further calls 

into question CLJP's motives.  

12. Therefore, in accordance with Rules 37 and 45 of the Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure, and this Court's Local Rules, Bailey’s counsel has made a “good faith” effort to 

confer with CLJP's counsel about resolving this dispute “without court action.”  Moreover, 

Bailey has advised CLJP's counsel that the discovery deadline in the Alabama litigation is 

October 12, 2010, and the full and complete CLJP document production is necessary to complete 

many of the remaining depositions.   CLJP, however, has refused to provide the complete and 

unredacted documentation. 

13. Bailey's subpoena to CLJP has been pending for almost two (2) months, but CLJP 

still has not fully produced the responsive documentation.  Bailey requests that this Court order 

CLJP to provide all documentation responsive to the subpoena at issue immediately.  Bailey also 

requests that this Court award Bailey all costs and attorneys' fees or such other or further relief 

permitted under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure incurred related to this motion.  

WHEREFORE, Bailey respectfully requests that this Court enter an Order compelling 

CLJP to immediately provide all responsive documentation to Bailey’s June 24, 2010 subpoena.  

Bailey also requests pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure an award of its costs and 

attorneys' fees incurred by Bailey in preparing and pursuing this motion, in addition to any other, 

further and different relief to which it may be entitled. 
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Respectfully submitted,

  s/ Thomas M. Wood
THOMAS M. WOOD (FL Bar # 0692425)

Attorney for Compelling Party
Bailey Industries, Inc.

OF COUNSEL:
Burr & Forman LLP
Post Office Box 2287
Mobile, Alabama 36652-2287
Telephone: (251) 344-5151
Facsimile: (251) 344-9696

William J. Long
Burr & Forman LLP
420 20th St. N. 
3400 Wachovia Tower
Birmingham, AL 35203
Telephone:  (205) 251-3000
Facsimile:  (205)-458-5100
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing has been served upon counsel and parties 
listed below at the addresses shown via electronic mail and by depositing same in the United 
States Mail, first class postage prepaid, on this the 18th day of August, 2010:

Stephen W. Dummer, Esq.
Allen, Cobb, Hood & Atkinson, P.A.

One Hancock Plaza
Suite 1212

Post Office Drawer 4108
Gulfport, Mississippi 39502

John S. Johnson
Hand Arendall, L.L.C.

2001 Park Place North, Suite 1200
Birmingham, AL  35203

s/ Thomas M. Wood
OF COUNSEL
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